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Invitation emailed to commanders

A Thursday morning emailed invitation to commanders from the Naval
Station Newport base chaplain inviting them to a seminar about how to

"Lead Like Jesus" has triggered concerns about the separation of
church and state at the naval installation. (Navy)

NAVY TIMES
COVERS MRFF

Featured on NavyTimes.com Homepage

“Please, swiftly and effectively put an end to this Constitutional mess and
make sure that, as I’m sure you agree, there is no single religious
perspective that is considered a necessary or sufficient condition

for leadership in your or any command”

- MRFF Advisory Board Member,
U.S. Air Force Brigadier Gen. (Ret), Marty France's message to

NAVSTA Newport Base Commander, Capt. Ian L. Johnson

Newport Chaplain's 'Lead Like Jesus'
message roils command staffs

By: Carl Prine

Friday, January 31, 2020

(Excerpts from Navy Times/Emphasis and Bracket Added by MRFF)

An emailed advertisement from the base chaplain urging commanders to
“Lead Like Jesus” has irked dozens of senior leaders at Naval Station
Newport and sparked a demand by the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation to investigate the ad and punish those who sent it.

Sent to leaders of the tenant commands at the Rhode Island base, the
Thursday morning message from chaplain Cmdr. Richard Clay Smothers
featured what appears to be a blurry image of Christ on a stallion, sword
drawn, leading a host of white robed angels at full gallop across the
clouds.

Below that is the call to “Hear why military leaders from around NAVSTA
Newport FOLLOW JESUS” and the dates and times for a dozen sessions at
Perry Hall featuring guest speakers and boxed lunches from the galley.

On Friday morning, retired Air Force Brigadier Gen. Marty France — a
Military Religious Freedom Foundation [Advisory] board member —
fired off an email to the base commander, Capt. Ian L. Johnson, urging him
to “move quickly on this blatant violation of the Constitution (that we
both swore to uphold) as well as DoD regulations.”

At issue is whether the ad from the chaplain crossed the line separating
church from state by implying a command endorsement of one faith over
others, especially for senior military leaders.

France asked Johnson if he would be comfortable with a subordinate
who publicly called on commanders to “Lead like Mohammed” or
pitched a pro-atheist message on how to lead others.

“Please, swiftly and effectively put an end to this Constitutional mess
and make sure that, as I’m sure you agree, there is no single religious
perspective that is considered a necessary or sufficient condition for
leadership in your or any command,” wrote France.

Messages placed Friday morning by Navy Times to Capt. Johnson and
chaplain Smothers were not returned.

[...]

Click to Read Article

ASSOCIATED PRESS
COVERS MRFF

Religious freedom group objects to
Navy's Christian Talk

By: Mark Pratt

Friday, January 31, 2020

(Excerpts from AP/Emphasis and Bracket Added by MRFF)

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) — An organization that advocates for the religious
freedom of military members requested Friday that the commander of
Naval Station Newport in Rhode Island investigate those responsible for
promoting a discussion series that urges Navy personnel to “Lead like
Jesus.”

The way the 12-week series was promoted, through a flyer and email noting
a change of venue to everyone in a command position at the base, is a
violation of the Constitution and of Navy rules, said Mikey Weinstein, of
the Military Religious Freedom Foundation.

“This is a blatant violation of the separation of church and state,” he
said.

He is also asking base commander Capt. Ian Johnson to punish those
responsible for promoting the event as a deterrent.

The discussion series was promoted by base chaplain, Cmdr. Richard
Smothers.

[...]

“It’s a discussion series after services only for those who volunteer to
attend,” she said.

Had the discussion series been promoted just to those people who regularly
attended the chaplain’s services, that would have been OK, Weinstein said.
But sending it to everyone in a command position, no matter their faith,
was not, he said.

That applies pressure on those who received the email, he said. “We have
a word in the military for that, it’s called being ‘voluntold,’” he said. 

Weinstein said his organization represents 41 people who work at the
base — both active duty sailors as well as civilian contractors — 32 of
whom are Christians.

[...]

Click to read Article

Click to Read Reprint of AP Article on The Washington Post

Click to Read Reprint of AP Article on ABC News

Click to Read Reprint of AP Article on The Seattle Times

Click to Read Reprint of AP Article on Virginian-Pilot Online

Click to Read Reprint of AP Article on (R.I.) Providence Journal

MRFF Client and Active Duty NAVSTA Newport
Military Member Thanks MRFF

for Quick Response

From: (Active Duty NAVSTA Newport MRFF Client’s E-Mail Address
Withheld)
Subject: Thank you MRFF
Date: January 31, 2020 at 10:40:17 AM MST
To: mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org

Mikey and the entire staff at MRFF,

I want to thank you for your quick response in regard to NAVSTA
NEWPORTS "LEAD LIKE JESUS" set of talks. Within moments of first
bringing it to the attention of MRFF, I was having a conversation with
Mikey; who ensured that myself and the other 40 plus service members and
DOD employees would be protected from any retribution or reprisal.
Knowing that MRFF and Mikey are there to help not only those who find
themselves singled out because they do not belong to the "right" religious
group is very comforting. More so knowing that as a (Protestant
denomination withheld) I can safely report an incident without being made to
feel like less of a Christian, strengthened my resolve to stand up for this
flagrant violation. 

The importance of what Mikey and MRFF do for services members is so
understated. Thankfully, myself and the other clients of MRFF know that we
have a voice, regardless of our religious or lack of religious beliefs. I can
only speculate how I might have reacted to this flyer had I been a junior
member, or not known of MRFF and their mission. I certainly would have
been more compelled to attend, as I would have wanted to be seen as a
"leader" and the implication that the "Leaders" around me follow Jesus is
pretty clear. But what if like other junior member's I was not a christian?
Seeing my senior leadership and peers going to attend a workshop devoted to
"Leading like Jesus" would most certainly impact my self-worth and view of
myself in the work place. With the staggering numbers of suicide in the
military would I become just another statistic, a foot note in a report, or a
short lived talking point? 

Like many other clients and supporters of MRFF, I have no issue with
Chaplains being part of the support network available to myself and my
shipmates. I have seen firsthand the positive impact that a chaplain can
provide a unit following a traumatic event. I have seen fellow shipmates of
every faith speak with a chaplain and take something positive away from the
conversation, unfortunately I have also witnessed the negative side as well. It
is clear to me that had not but a handful of people (less than 50 on a base
with a thousand or more) who stood up and said "hey, this is not right"; I will
let you draw your own conclusion how it would effect a junior member or a
non-christian.

Thank you again Mikey and the entire staff for your dedication to supporting
and protecting the rights of believers and non-believers. 

Respectfully

(Active Duty NAVSTA Newport MRFF Client's name, rank. title all withheld)

Click to Read in Inbox

"Please explain the difference"
Please explain to me the difference between Obama, Biden, Hillary and your
self removing Christian’s from the military and Hitler removing Jews from
his military? Bty I knew Glen was pretending to be a Buddhist Chaplin….
Signed Majestic Chaplin.
King of Kings the Lord of Light.

To see responses from Ad. Board Members Marty France,
and Mike Farrell, and Board Member John Compere

Click to read in Inbox

Do you fight discrimination?

Do you fight discrimination in the military? Or do you discriminate against
Christians like Nazi did with the Jews in the military? 

To see responses from Ad. Board Members Marty France,
and Mike Farrell, and Board Member John Compere

Click to read in Inbox
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